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Incorporating UV-sensitive electron transport layers �ETLs� into organic bulk heterojunction �BHJ�
photovoltaic devices dramatically impacts short-circuit current �Jsc� and fill factor characteristics.
Resistivity changes induced by UV illumination in the ETL of inverted BHJ devices suppress
bimolecular recombination producing up to a two orders of magnitude change in Jsc. Electro-optical
modeling and light intensity experiments effectively demonstrate that bimolecular recombination, in
the form of diode current losses, controls the extracted photocurrent and is directly dependent on the
ETL resistivity. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3488609�

I. INTRODUCTION

A quickly evolving approach to enhancing the efficiency
of bulk heterojunction �BHJ� organic solar cells involves
the insertion of additional layers between the photoactive
layer and the electrodes that enhance electrical or optical
characteristics.1–7 In particular, improving the absorption of
light in the photoactive layer by inserting an optical spacer
layer into the device architecture enables a straightforward
gain in short-circuit current �Jsc�. This phenomenon has been
demonstrated experimentally2,5 and addressed theoretically6,8

using a well-understood optical model. On the other hand,
insertion of additional layers for electrical enhancement of-
ten modifies Jsc, the fill factor �FF�, and the open-circuit volt-
age �Voc�,

3–5,9–13 making it difficult to decouple the funda-
mental physical processes involved. Even in cases where Voc

remains constant and the extra layer only improves Jsc and/or
FF,2,14–18 the relationship between the electrical properties of
the additional and photoactive layer remains unclear. Herein,
we demonstrate that tuning the electrical properties of an
electron transport layer �ETL� adjacent to the photoactive
blend determines the values of Jsc and FF.

In metal-insulator-metal architectures of BHJ solar cells
without additional layers, performance characteristics have
been directly linked to microscopic device physics that con-
trols the photogenerated current �Jphoto=Jlight−Jdark�. These
include the two fundamental electric field-dependent loss
processes that can inhibit Jsc and FF, namely, exciton disso-
ciation at the donor/acceptor interface and bimolecular re-
combination of charge carriers.19–21 These processes have
been elucidated to identify limitations of polymer/fullerene
systems like poly�3-hexylthiophene� �P3HT�:phenyl-C61-
butyric acid methyl ester �PCBM�,22,23 but have not been
analyzed in complex cell architectures with additional non-

photoactive layers. On the other hand, macroscopic param-
eters of the traditional photovoltaic circuit model such as the
device serial resistance �Rseries� can also dramatically alter Jsc

and FF �Ref. 24� where the additional layers may result in
unwanted parasitic losses. In order to maximize the perfor-
mance of organic photovoltaics, it is essential to understand
the effects of these extra layers both in terms of the micro-
scopic processes that affect the photocurrent and in the con-
text of the macroscopic equivalent circuit interpretation. A
comprehensive understanding is prerequisite for judiciously
selecting cell architectures from this fast-growing approach
to solar cell fabrication.

In this paper we explore inverted organic photovoltaic
�iOPV� �Ref. 25� solar cells with P3HT:PCBM as the photo-
active layer. The ETL such as TiOx,14–16,26,27 TiO2,12,28,29

ZnO,17,30,31 and Cs2CO3 �Ref. 11� for iOPV are necessary to
operate the device by matching energy levels with the
photoactive layer. In particular, the UV sensitivity of TiOx

has been studied and is known to affect iOPV device
performance.16,26 However, the relationship between the
electrical properties of the ETL and the photoactive layer in
the device is still elusive. We incorporate TiOx as an ETL in
an iOPV in order to exploit the temporal evolution of cell
properties due to UV exposure. Our observations enable us
to systematically track the variation in electrical properties
associated with the ETL and the photoactive layer. We ob-
serve that after UV exposure, Jsc improves by two orders of
magnitude while FF increases by a factor of three under solar
simulated light. UV exposure does not alter the device opti-
cal performance, Voc, or the P3HT:PCBM electrical proper-
ties. Hence, both the micro- and macroscopic electrical
mechanisms that affect Jsc and FF upon insertion of an addi-
tional layer can be probed. Through the use of device mod-
eling and light intensity experiments, we show that an in-a�Electronic mail: et@unc.edu.
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crease in the resistivity of the ETL effectively turns on
bimolecular recombination that is dominated by losses re-
lated to the diode current in P3HT:PCBM.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Indium tin oxide �ITO�-coated glass was cleaned with
acetone, isopropyl alcohol and distilled water for 10 min
each and then dried overnight in an oven �150 °C�. The
cleaned substrate was treated with UV ozone for 20 min
�UVO Cleaner 42, Jelight Co. Inc.�. TiO2 sol-gel was pre-
pared by a previously reported method5 and spincasted on
the ITO substrate and annealed at 150 °C for 1 hr in air to
form an amorphous TiOx film. For TiO2 ETL, the spincasted
film was annealed at 450 °C for 30 min in air. The sample
was then moved to an inert gas �purified nitrogen� glove box
where a solution of P3HT �15 mg ml−1� and PCBM
�12 mg ml−1� in chlorobenzene was spincoated on the TiOx

or TiO2 layer and annealed at 150 °C for 30 min. Finally the
device was transferred to a vacuum chamber �2
�10−6 torr� and 8 nm WO3 /90 nm Ag was sequentially
deposited on defined cell areas �12 mm2�.

Solar cells with two different thicknesses of the TiOx

ETL �50 and 25 nm� along with devices fabricated with a
TiO2 ETL �25 nm—annealed at 450 °C for 30 min� were
studied using various UV exposure times ��=365 nm�. After
each UV illumination period, the device performance was
measured under 85 mW /cm2 solar simulated light using a
400 nm UV cut-off filter which was sufficient to block UV
light from the solar simulator and restrict performance
changes over the time of the measurement �see Ref. 32, Fig.
S1 for measurement details�.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows that the dark �Jdark� and light �Jlight� cur-
rent densities in TiOx devices undergo considerable changes
after 30 min time intervals of UV illumination.16,26 Clearly,
the dark rectification, Jsc, and the FF are extremely poor prior
to UV exposure leading to efficiencies well below 0.01%.
Following consecutive UV illumination periods, perfor-
mance steadily increases by more than two orders of magni-
tude and approaches saturation values. The UV response is
somewhat sensitive to the TiOx thickness as shown in Fig. 2
where Jsc, Voc, FF, and Rseries are shown after each successive
30 min exposure to UV light. Longer exposure periods are
needed to achieve saturation for thicker ETLs: Jsc is saturated
after 60 min and 120 min for devices with 25 nm and 50 nm
of TiOx, respectively. The change is most dramatic in Jsc,
which increases from 0.07 to 8.3 mA /cm2 after a 120 min
UV exposure �25 nm TiOx device�. The FF also improves
from 15% to 51% yielding an efficiency of 2.8%. However,
devices with TiO2 as the ETL are relatively insensitive to
even prolonged UV illumination where the efficiency is near
its saturation value prior to UV exposure �see Ref. 32, Fig.
S2�.

In spite of the dramatic changes observed in Jsc and FF,
Fig. 2 also indicates that Voc remains constant after each
cycle of UV illumination. Furthermore, Rseries �defined as the
inverse slope of the current-voltage curves at Voc� undergoes

a dramatic reduction in three orders of magnitude for devices
with TiOx as the ETL. Commonly, a modification in Rseries

with constant Voc is given as the primary reason for altered
performance characteristics caused by the insertion of addi-
tional nonphotoactive layers.3,4,10 However, this view does
not specify the origin of the performance change. Below we
provide an in-depth explanation based on fundamental opti-
cal and electrical processes associated with the iOPV device.

First, we turn our attention to photon absorption. Im-
provements in Jsc are frequently a result of increased light
absorption due to a more favorable optical interference pro-
file in the photoactive layer.15,17 As shown in Fig. 1, at high
reverse bias where electric field-dependent losses are mini-
mized, Jlight is constant for all devices and is consequently
controlled by light absorption.33,34 As shown in Fig. 1, the
experimental photocurrent density at high reverse bias
�Jexp. photo=Jlight−Jdark� approaches a saturation value �Jsat

�9.8 mA /cm2; inset of Fig. 3�a��; Jsat is constant for each
device type and for all UV exposure times.

From these values, the generation rate of bound electron/
hole pairs, G, is determined via Jsat=qGL, where q is the
elementary charge and L is the active layer thickness.33,34 An
average value of G=6.75�1027 m−3 s−1 is obtained for all
devices �Fig. 3�a�� consistent with previously reported values
for P3HT:PCBM.35 This result was checked by measuring
the spectral reflection for each device and fitting it to an

FIG. 1. �Color online� Dark current and light current �inset� densities for
iOPV devices with �a� 50 nm and �b� 25 nm TiOx ETLs under solar
simulated light �with a UV cut-off filter� after successive 30 min UV
��=365 nm� exposure times.
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optical model �see Ref. 32, Fig. S3�.36 A calculation of G
values follows directly,37 and the agreement between the two
ways of determining G is shown in Fig. 3�a�. This result
supports the perspective that both the ETL material choice
and the period of UV exposure have a negligible effect on
photon absorption in the photoactive layer.15,38 The possibil-
ity of interface effects between P3HT:PCBM and TiOx was
investigated by modifying the TiOx interface. The interface
was modified with p-amino benzoic acids and p-nitro ben-
zoic acid, which have opposite electrostatic dipole moment
orientations that can reduce recombination of carriers at the
interface.29,39,40 However, performance of the modified de-
vices showed similar trends as the unmodified devices after
cycles of UV illumination �see Ref. 32, Fig. S4�. Further-
more, measurements of standard devices �Al/P3HT:PCBM/
poly�3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene�:poly�styrenesulfonate�
�PEDOT:PSS�/ITO� and hole-only P3HT:PCBM devices
�Pd/P3HT:PCBM/PEDOT:PSS/ITO� �Ref. 22� under UV il-
lumination �see Ref. 32, Fig. S5� confirm that UV light at
these levels does not significantly alter the electrical proper-
ties of P3HT:PCBM. These observations imply that UV illu-
mination only directly influences the bulk electrical proper-
ties of the titanium oxide ETL.

The electrical properties of the ETL are characterized by
measuring the dark resistivity after varying the UV illumina-
tion time for isolated layers in sandwich devices of
ITO /TiOx or TiO2 /Al with the same dimensions as the iOPV
devices. As shown in Fig. 3�b�, TiOx resistivity decreases by
an order of magnitude �from 1.0�107 to 1.2�106 � cm�

for Vapp=0 V, and approaches the resistivity of TiO2 �which
is almost unaffected by UV illumination�. For simple metal-
oxide diodes, changes in resistivity under both UV illumina-
tion and positive bias application have been attributed to an
electrochemical mechanism26,41,42 that involves the filling of
negatively charged oxygen traps in the metal-oxide. The in-
jection of free electrons and holes under forward bias and the
creation of electron/hole pairs during UV illumination sepa-
rately result in a free electron left behind in the conduction
band of the ETL causing an increase in the conductivity.
Indeed, we observed that holding the device under positive
bias for specified time intervals in the dark has the same
effect on device performance as UV illumination �see Ref.
32, Fig. S6�.

In order to understand how a resistivity change confined
to the ETL influences the physical processes in the photoac-
tive layer, we first consider a model for standard organic BHJ
solar cells that includes drift and diffusion of photogenerated
carriers under the influence of bimolecular recombination
that undergo a field-dependent dissociation at the donor/
acceptor interface.43 The measured changes in an isolated
TiOx or TiO2 layer’s resistivity �sandwich devices of
ITO /TiOx or TiO2 /Al; see Fig. 3�b��, in conjunction with the
photoactive material’s UV-independence, imply that UV ex-
posure only affects the electrical transport properties of the
ETL. Furthermore, the device Voc remains constant under
UV illumination indicating that the ETL energy levels are
unaffected.38 Thus, the UV effect is modeled as a change in
the effective potential difference across the photoactive layer

FIG. 2. �Color online� Short-circuit current �Jsc�, FF, open-circuit voltage
�Voc�, and series resistance �Rseries� of devices with TiOx as the ETL after
successive 30 min intervals of UV exposure.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Exciton generation rate, G, determined from both
the saturated photocurrent Jsat �inset� and a separate optical reflection
measurement/calculation. �b� Dark resistivity of TiOx vs UV illumination.
The resistivity of TiO2 changes insignificantly relative to TiOx.
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leading to a weakening of the internal electric field. The
potential boundary conditions are modified to include an
ohmic voltage drop that is the product of the extracted cur-
rent and a resistor. In this way, a UV-dependent serial resis-
tance is incorporated into the model and used as a fitting
parameter to approximate the current-voltage data in the first
and forth quadrants. Series resistance values fall within 20%
of the measured values in Fig. 2. Other model parameters
describing P3HT:PCBM are taken as constant including the
exciton generation rate �Fig. 3�a��, carrier mobilities, dielec-
tric constant, and built-in voltage.35 The model simulations
are shown in Fig. 4�a� where the trends of Fig. 2 for Voc, Jsc,
and FF are reproduced. The model is then used to calculate
the spatially averaged percentage of photogenerated free car-
riers that undergo bimolecular recombination ��BRphoto�� for
each UV illumination time. These results are shown in Fig.
4�b� where it is observed that longer UV exposure times
leads to an increased internal electric field and reduced bi-
molecular recombination.

At first glance it appears that recombination of photoge-
nerated carriers is the primary cause of the reduced current
output. However, its relative importance may be probed by
setting �BRphoto�=0 for all applied voltages. Interestingly,
this recombination pathway has little effect on the extracted
current as shown in Fig. 4�a� for 30 min UV exposures. The
current at short-circuit is modified by less than 8%. This
result is primarily due to the fact that recombined carriers
first form a bound electron-hole pair before decaying to the
ground state, which has some probability of dissociation
back into free charges.34 The probability of exciton dissocia-
tion is near 90% at short-circuit for standard P3HT:PCBM
devices meaning that most of the free carriers that recombine
will again dissociate back to free carriers making this a mini-
mal loss process.22 Furthermore, we do not attribute UV-
dependent current losses to exciton dissociation due to its
weak dependence on the internal electric field22 and demon-
strated negligible loss for P3HT:PCBM solar cells near open-
circuit conditions.44

The relative unimportance of these loss mechanisms on
the photocurrent indicates that Jphoto may be approximated as
constant for all applied voltages. A simple replacement cir-
cuit model may then be used as is frequently done with BHJ
devices, especially P3HT:PCBM:24,45,46

J = Jo	exp
 e�Vapp − JRseries�
nkBT

� − 1� +
�Vapp − JRseries�

Rshunt

− Jphoto, �1�

where J0 is the reverse saturation current, e is the elementary
charge, n is the diode ideality factor, kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant, T is the temperature, Vapp is the applied voltage, Rshunt

is the shunt resistance, Rseries is the series resistance, J is the
current density, and Jphoto is the photogenerated current that
is constant with applied voltage. The first term on the right-
hand side constitutes Jdiode.

As with the drift-diffusion model, fits to the experimen-
tal current-voltage curves in the 1st and 4th quadrants are
obtained by varying Rseries. These curves show negligible
deviations from the drift-diffusion model of Fig. 4�a� and are

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Experimental and simulated light current density
�Jlight� for each cycle of UV illumination. The importance of bimolecular
recombination in the photocurrent is shown by setting �BRphoto�=0 for 30
min UV illumination. �b� Calculated spatial average of BRphoto as a function
of Vapp for each UV illumination cycle, which gives the fraction of free
carriers that recombine via this loss process. �c� The ratio of Jdiode to Jphoto

given by the equivalent circuit model. All panels show the results for an
ideal P3HT:PCBM device where Rseries=0 � cm2.
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not shown. Other model parameters including the reverse
saturation current �Jo=2.0�10−4 mA /cm2� and diode ideal-
ity factor �n=2.0� �Ref. 47� that describe the diode current
�Jdiode�, shunt resistance �Rshunt=5.0�105 � cm2�, and pho-
togenerated current �Jphoto=8.5 mA /cm2� remain unchanged
in each simulation. The case where Rseries=0 � cm2 is also
displayed showing that further reduction would primarily re-
sult in a higher FF. The primary utility of this model is the
calculation of Jdiode, so that a comparison can be made with
Jphoto. In the power generating regime of the current-voltage
curve �i.e., fourth quadrant�, high levels of Jdiode will cause a
reduction in current in the external circuit. For example, the
ratio Jdiode /Jphoto is unity at Voc. Recently, Jdiode has been
microscopically understood to be a bimolecular recombina-
tion process that resembles BRphoto described above for the
drift-diffusion model, but is related to the inherent diode
function instead of the photogenerated current.44,47 There-
fore, we interpret Jdiode as a bimolecular recombination pro-
cess �BRdiode� that is separate from BRphoto. The ratio
Jdiode /Jphoto is given in Fig. 4�c� where the effect of high
values for Rseries can be quickly understood. For each UV
exposure time, this ratio is unity at Voc where all Jphoto

“flows” through the diode and recombines. Likewise, for no
�0 min� UV illumination where Rseries�0, the ratio is close
to unity over the entire forward bias range. As the device is
illuminated with UV light, the series resistance decreases
along with the ratio Jdiode /Jphoto. Ultimately this causes a re-
duction in BRdiode.

The significance of BRphoto in limiting Jphoto can be
probed by measuring Jsc over a range of light intensities
where a nonlinear dependence signals the prevalence of this
process.22,48,49 When measuring a device with high serial
resistance, this tendency is also expected from the circuit
model. Due to the UV-controlled series resistance observed
here, the relationship between Jsc and light intensity should
become increasingly linear for prolonged UV illumination.
This prediction is observed as shown in Fig. 5�a� where Jsc is
given as a function of light intensity under �=532 nm laser
illumination. The data are fit to the circuit model by varying
only Rseries using the same diode and shunt parameters as in
Fig. 4. Sublinear behavior is observed beginning below
1 mW /cm2 for the 30 min UV illuminated device, and at
higher intensity �above 1 mW /cm2� for the device where the
performance becomes UV saturated ��120 min�. By assum-
ing Jsc� I� where I is the light intensity, we find by fitting the
power law between 10 and 100 mW /cm2, that � takes re-
spective values of 0.38 and 0.73 for 30 and 120 min of UV
illumination. As with the current-voltage data, the ratio
Jdiode /Jphoto �Fig. 5�b�� demonstrates the relative impact of
BRdiode for each UV illumination time. Regardless of UV
exposure, Jsc is increasingly affected by diode losses under
higher light intensity. Furthermore, exposure to UV effec-
tively determines the intensity where losses in the diode be-
come significant. It follows that these are nearly the same
light intensities where nonlinearity in the extracted current
begins.

Light intensity measurements prior to UV illumination
are not shown due to the high measurement variability from
extremely low currents. Therefore, the incident photon to

current conversion efficiency �IPCE� measured with a
lock-in amplifier is shown in Fig. 5�c�. The IPCE involves
intensities near 0.05 mW /cm2 where the effect of the diode
current will be weak relative to higher light intensities. Inte-
gration of IPCE to calculate Jsc �Refs. 2 and 50� gives values
of 3.5 mA /cm2 and 7.6 mA /cm2 for the device prior to UV
illumination and after 120 min UV exposure, respectively.
By contrast, Jsc�0.1 mA /cm2 prior to UV illumination as

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Jsc as a function of �=532 nm laser light inten-
sity for a device with TiOx as the ETL after 30 min and 120 min UV
exposure. The prediction from the circuit model is also given for each UV
illumination time along with the linear dependence for Rseries=0 � cm2. �b�
Model calculation of the ratio Jdiode /Jphoto for each illumination time. �c�
IPCE prior to UV illumination and after UV saturation where the incident
light intensity is �0.05 mW /cm2.
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measured under solar simulated light �Fig. 2�. The gross
overestimation of the predicted Jsc from the IPCE measure-
ment results from the dominance of BRdiode near 1 sun con-
ditions where the current does not scale linearly with light
intensity. We can now conclude that the electrical properties
of the TiOx ETL effectively determines bimolecular recom-
bination as quantified by diode losses in P3HT:PCBM. Prior
to UV illumination, the high layer resistivity drives more
photogenerated current through the diode, which in turn,
leads to extremely high levels of recombination mimicking
device operation at open-circuit. Prolonged UV exposure re-
duces the ETL resistivity, which lowers the serial resistance
resulting in reduced recombination losses.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have shown that the electrical properties
of nonphotoactive layers significantly affect physical pro-
cesses in the BHJ material. Improvements in Jsc that span
two orders of magnitude originate from a resistivity drop in
the ETL induced by UV illumination. The resistivity has a
profound effect on serial resistance, which effectively con-
trols bimolecular recombination attributed to the diode cur-
rent.
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